Sun Tzu and Naval Strategy

What makes this book more interesting is that apart from description on the tactics and naval
operation at sea, it also discusses various subjects that we might have forgotten for a long time
in executing the management in dealing with the battle, such as the importance of team work
cooperation and firmed and clear command, moral strength, discipline, leadership ethics and
also quality of a certain decision as well as its momentum. Through this book, the writer has
reminded and revitalized some important subjects that may not be neglected in battle
management. ( Welcoming Speech of The Chief Of Naval Staff Of The Indonesian Navy,
Admiral Bernard Kent Sondakh ). Analysis and review on Sun Tzuâ€™s teaching in this book
has direct context with the historical events of sea wars during this 20th century, namely the
Pacific War (1941-1945) and Falklands War (1982). In Pacific War, it was proven that Sun
Tzu strategy was effective at the sea battle at the Pacific Ocean, while in 1980s it was also
effective as the biggest British maritime campaign strategy since the World War II. Those two
sea battles have the principles and operations as taught by Sun Tzu for the field operation at
the sea. ( Preface By Aristides Katoppo, Chairperson at Sinar Harapan, Indonesia Newspapers
).
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Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Gatot Soedarto, was born in Tuban, East Java, Sun Tzu
and Naval Strategy - Kindle edition by Gatot Soedarto. Download. Sun Tzu and Naval
Strategy - Kindle edition by Gatot Soedarto, Bernard Kent Sondakh, Aristides Katoppo.
Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, . â€œSun Tzu &. Naval Strategyâ€•. I am
not only happy but also proud of the presence of the book written by Naval Colonel (Ret)
Gatot Soedarto. I realize myself how. Analysis and review on Sun Tzu's teaching in this book
has direct context with the In Pacific War, it was proven that Sun Tzu strategy was effective at
the sea. Professor Handel is the Philip A. Crowl Professor of. Comparative Strategy and a
member of the faculty of the. Strategy and Policy Department at the Naval War.
Countering Chinese strategy calls for using Sun Tzu against Beijing. . advocated a â€œstrong
military strategyâ€• that insists that the PLA Navy must protect national.
Chinese military texts on the teachings attributed to Sun Tzu emphasize the radical and
effective nature of deception in Chinese warfare. Ren Li, editor of.
Although neither Sun Tzu nor Clausewitz wrote specifically about war at sea, their
predominance of politics in war and in devising an appropriate strategy to . Deception Is the
Chinese Way of War (from the US Naval Institute Ren Li, editor of Lectures on Sun Tzu's Art
of War, argues that â€œwarfare is a.
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